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ONLINE:

Quantitative faculty evaluations to
be published for student viewing
BY DENISE LIGRECI

Log onto
www.fairfieldmirror.com
to see a guided tour of
Fr. von Arx's house

INSIDE:
Camps Ufe

As registration rolls around, students
can be found checking ratemyprofessor.com
more often than their Facebook accounts.
But starting next semester, students will
have a more reliable way of selecting professors: FUSA will be publishing the quantitative evaluation forms students fill out at the
end of the semester.
INSIDE:
The statistics gathered from the evaluaCHATTIN' WITH
tions will be published
CHAPIN
in The Mirror coincidP. 5
ing with the registration
period and will also be available on the
FUSA Web site.
"We're doing this to help students
make better decisions in choosing classes,"
said FUSA President Jeff Seiser '10. "This
will help students improve their education,

which is everything the Fairfield
strategic plan is
about."
The results
of the evaluations
were published in
the past but inexplicably stopped
Caitlin Leist/The Mirror
in 1993. It is Uni- Rate my professor: FUSA hopes to create a Web site that lists each
versity policy teacher's ratings along with past syllabi and required texts for the class.
that evaluations
are public information unless the profes- enthusiastically to the idea of publishing
sor checks the box not to release it on the evaluation results online.
envelope of the evaluations.
"It would be a better way to decide if I
In the future, FUSA plans on creating want to take a class than using ratemyprofesonline faculty pages with their evaluation sor.com," said Anthony Parisi '09. "These
results, past syllabi and required texts. This evaluations are done by everyone in the
information on the Web site would only be ac- class, which makes it more valid."
cessible by entering a Stagcard ID number.
Many students are already reacting
SEE "EVALUATIONS" ON P. 3

Fairfield finances
additional aid,
endowment down
20 percent

"The little engine that
could"
p. 7

Contributed Photo

Before (2005), after (2008): Dee Quinn, the mother of John Giuca, who
was convicted of murdering Mark Fisher '06, changed her appearance in
order to seduce a juror in her son's murder trial.

"John Legend hits
no flat notes"
p. 9

"Leaders of the MAAC"
p. 16

Mother of convicted murderer
of Fairfield student attempts
to tarnish juror, get retrial
BY JOE CARRETTA

It was one of the saddest student incidents in recent Fairfield history:
Mark Fisher '06 was murdered on a late night trip to New York City in
2003. Fisher's killers, two New York men, were convicted in 2005.
Now the case has taken an odd turn after the mother of one of the
incarcerated men, John Giuca, started flirting with a member of the
jury in hopes of getting her son a new trial, according to a New York
Times article.
Doreen Giuliano, 46, became "Dee Quinn" and struck up a flirtatious relationship with Jason Allo, a contractor from Brooklyn, who
served on the jury that put her son behind bars. Over the course of this
relationship, Giuliano was able to record conversation in which she
claims prove Allo knew her son prior to the trial, the article said.
Giuliano dyed her hair, joined a gym, went tanning, and assumed a
false identity all in an attempt to discover information that would give her
son another chance at escaping prison, according to the Times article.
She said that she recorded Allo saying that he knew members of
her son's clique,, people who were said to have abused Allo's brother,
but that he kept the information to himself during jury selection.
SEE "MOTHER'S" ON P.
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BY TOM CLEARY

As the economic state of the country continues to decline, it
has become increasingly difficult for the University to deal with
its own financial climate and continue to please everyone.
On Monday, students in desperate need of financial aid
found a temporary relief in the most recent letter from University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx, as students, alumni and
community members looking forward to the addition of a new
art museum on campus learned they would have to wait a year
longer to see the fine art it promises to offer.
Although construction plans on the Bellarmine museum
will be delayed, the University will direct more funds to financial aid in order to help families who are also struggling
through this financial crisis.
A first letter on the economy was sent to students and faculty in October from von Arx. Now, as the situation continues
to change from day to day, he has found it important to update
the community a second time, as it heads into winter break.
"While it is still too early to assess the precise impact of
the economic downturn on Fairfield University, we are making progress on examining various scenarios and planning for
different contingencies," said von Arx in the letter. "I want to
reiterate that we remain in a healthy and stable financial position, thanks to our fiscally conservative budgeting policies
and practices."
The good news for Fairfield students is that the University
understands that many of their families are dealing with difficult times as well, as von Arx stated that it will do its best to
help these families survive.
"The biggest impact will be on the ability of families to
pay for a Fairfield education," said von Arx. "We are deeply
SEE "CONNECTICUT" ON P.
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... where we hope Santa doesn't give us coal for Christmas this year.
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Oh Christmas tree, oh Christmas tree

BY KERI HARRISON

BOSTON COLLEGE
Liberty Mutual gifts $3.1 Million
to BC Law
The Boston College Law School is set to receive a $3.1 million pledge from the Liberty Mutual
Group to be distributed over the next four years,
marking the largest gift given to the School. The
pledge, which will be used to hire a professor and
legal scholar in the field of property and casualty
insurance, is consisted of $3 million to the Liberty
Mutual Insurance Professorship and $100,000 to the
Liberty Mutual Prize.
Liberty Mutual Chairman, President and CEO
Edmund F. Kelly said of the donation, "By establishing the Liberty Mutual Professorship, we hope
to foster a better understanding, within the legal
community, of the critical role property and casualty
insurance plays in the broader economy."

Peter Caty/"

Let there be light: Fairfield gets ready for Christmas with lights on the tree outside of the Egan Chapel.

Mothers new claims unlikely to produce new trial

Source: The Chronicle

XAVIEK
PR class takes on the world, not finals
Instead of opting for a big paper as a final for
their "Public Relations Ethics and Societies" class,
Xavier University students were given the choice
of 30 hours of community service instead. The
students who chose this option were divided into
groups and performed service at various places
around Cincinnati.
The class's professor, Danielle Parker, said that
she wanted to give her students the opportunity of
learning outside of the classroom and gain real-world
experience in public relations, especially during the
stressful time of finals.
Students performed service at various locations
around Cincinnati including work for the March of
Dimes, Easter Seals and Shriners Hospital. Students
were pleased with the option and many thought that
the work was a better learning experience than any
exam could have given.
Source: The Newswire

Priest accused of sexual abuse
Former Loyola University professor Rev.
John Powell, S.J. faced his third sexual abuse
lawsuit last month, filed by an unnamed woman
who claimed that the abuse took place in 1967 at a
spiritual retreat.
Powell was a theology professor at Loyola
from 1965 until his retirement in 1996. While
at Loyola, he held spiritual retreats with minor
children; the current lawsuit claims the abuse took
place during one of these retreats.
The civil lawsuit alleges that Powell held "private counseling sessions" with her where she was
forced to kiss him and remove her school uniform
so that he could fondle her.s
Source: The Phoenix
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Henkel cites the "Innocence Project," which has
documented over 200 cases where information later
Fairfield Psychology Professor Dorothea Braginsky, exonerates people after a conviction.
Despite the high number of false convictions, Henkel
who has served as an expert witness in both state and
noted
that she did not think the new developments would
federal civil courts, said the media might have had a
significant influence on actions of "a mother driven a bit result in some sort of retrial.
"I cannot say that I have enough evidence to have
mad by her son's conviction."
"Clearly she does not accept the verdict, and she has any idea if in this a miscarriage of justice has occurred
probably seen to many movies and TV shows on which in this case," she said.
she based her entire strategy to release her son," she told
In recordings obtained by Giuliano over the course of
The Mirror. "The new identity and seduction of a juror their three month relationship, she claims that Allo admitted to knowing her son prior to the trial, as well as swaying
is right out of some grade B screenplay."
other jurors to cast
Braginsky addguilty verdicts, the
ed that the case is
article said.
not to be taken lightThese converly, and is a terrible
sations will be the
tragedy for everyone
basis of a request, to
whom it involved.
be filed next week
On Oct. 12,
that her son's convic2004, Fisher went
tion be overturned.
into the city and
Charles J. Hynes, the
was drinking with
Brooklyn district athis friends and endtorney,
told The New
ed up bar-hopping
York Times.
with a female he
"They have not
had met that night,
filed
papers with the
a woman who also
Contributed Photo
knew Giuca, the Mommy dearest: John Giuca received 25 years for his role in the murder trial judge on this
matter, and if they
son of Giuliano of Mark Fischer '06. His mother maintains his innocence.
do, we will respond,"
according to an arsaid Hynes.
ticle in The New York Times.
"Can the statements that the juror allegedly made
Fisher was found beaten and shot five times.
Prosecutors at the trial said Giuca, a leader of a local to Giuliano be assumed to be accurate?" asked Henkel.
criminal gang, became enraged when Fisher drunkenly "They were obtained under conditions where he was not
sat on a table, and were able to convict Giuca and another sworn into to uphold the letter of the law, and while it is
man, Anthony Russo for the murder, which has Giuca also possible that he told her the truth and that his role
as a juror was biased. I do not have the legal expertise to
behind bars for 25 years to life.
Fairfield Associate Psychology Professor Laura know whether that bias is enough to result in a mistrial
Henkel, who is qualified to testify as an expert witness or not."
Aside from the legal ramifications of the developon matters concerning eyewitness identification and
potentially false confessions, said she sympathizes with ment, Henkel echoed the resonating effect the murder
both parents, but acknowledged that each family's loss had on the Fairfield community, as well as anyone else
affected by the tragedy.
is very different.
"The death of Mark Fisher is a tragedy beyond com"I can understand a mother believing his son is innocent, and I can understand that her loss is great as well, prehension," she said. "My heart goes out to his family
though of a very different sort than what the Fisher family and friends. I can think of nothing worse than knowing
faces, who can never again see their son," she said. "I can that your son with so much life left was cut down at the
also state with great certainty that there are many people hands of another person, and thinking about the pain that
his parents carry with them every day breaks my heart."
in jail today who have been wrongfully convicted."
CONTINUED FROM P.
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The powers that be:
BY LILY NORTON

Samantha Power, who was encircled
with controversy last March after calling
Hillary Clinton a "monster," had plans to
visit Fairfield University on Dec. 2, but had
to cancel when a man from her past expressed a desire to work with her again.
And the man who offered her a job?
Only President-elect Barack Obama.
Power, a Pulitzer prize-winning author
and a Harvard professor, is among a group
of foreign policy experts that Obama office
has selected to help the incoming administration prepare for Clinton's anticipated
nomination as secretary of state.
The Obama transition team's Web
site includes Power's name as one of 14
members of the Agency Review Team for
the State Department.
Due to necessary security checks,
Power is required to cancel all public
appearances while security checks are in
progress, according to a press release.
During the election primary season,
the "monster" comment caused her to
resign as the senior foreign policy advisor

11, 2008 3

Samantha Power cancels University appearance
for more pressing matter,
an appointment to Barack Obama's transition team

on Obama's campaign team.
The news that she is being placed
in the transition team, especially in the
State Department under which Clinton
is expected to head, came as a surprise
to many.
Since her comment, however, Power
has publicly apologized for insulting her,
even satating that she supports many
of Clinton's positions of foreign policy
issues.
Power had met Obama in 2005 when
the senator contacted her after reading
her first book, "A Problem From Hell:
America and the Age of Genocide," which
won a Pulitzer Prize for general nonfiction in 2003.
History Professor David McFadden,
who is teaching the class "Historical
Perspectives of Contemporary Global
Crises" with Power's book, was not
alarmed to hear that her appearance at
Fairfield had been cancelled.
"It does not surprise me that she is
involved in Obama's transition team, as
she was one of his key foreign policy
advisors during the campaign," he said.

sored by University College, to
talk about her book "Chasing the
Flame: Sergio Vieira de Mello and
the Fight to Save the World" that
was released this year. The book
tells the story of the UN Secretary
General's Special Envoy Vieira de
Mello, who was killed by a suicide
bomber in Baghdad.
As part of the Agency Review
Team, Power, with others, will
be reviewing key departments,
agencies and commissions of the
United States government, as well
as the White House, to provide the
president-elect, vice president-elect
and key advisors with information
needed to make strategic policy,
budgetary and personnel decisions
prior to the inauguration.
Contributed Photo
Proponents of the transition
More power to you: Pulitzer-prize winning author
team will be selected as cabinet
Samantha Powers was forced to cancel a University
members, national security and
appearance when she was appointed to President-elect
federal law enforcement officials,
Barack Obama's transition team.
non-career appointments, and
Power was coming to Fairfield as
other heads of agencies in the expart of the Inspired Writers Series, spon- ecutive branch.

Evalutions should
be public, but read
with caution
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

Monique Gordon '10 agreed that publishing evaluations could be helpful, not only for
students but also for the teachers.
"Publishing professors' poor evaluation
scores might be mean, but it also might motivate them to improve their teaching techniques," she said.
FUSA hopes the transparency of the results
will encourage students to take the evaluations
more seriously.
"Another important factor is that teacher
salaries are merit-based," said FUSA Senator
Frank Spizzoucco '10. "We want students to take
time filling out the evaluations because it has a
direct monetary impact on the professor."
Professors have mixed opinions on having
their evaluations published. Some feel that the
information, since it influences their promotions, should be kept confidential. Others have
no problem with the public display.
"If a faculty member develops a course
for the first time or tries something innovative
that the students aren't ready for, it could reflect negatively in the evaluations," said Janie
Leatherman, director of the international studies department. "If professors knew it would
be published, they might be less willing to
take risks."
Marcie Patton, associate professor of politics, does not object to publishing the results,
but feels students need to read the statistics
with caution, as sometimes the evaluations can
be based like a popularity contest, rather than
purely on academic integrity.
"There is the issue of gender bias in the
evaluations," said Patton. "For example, what
does enthusiastic mean? Should I sit on my
desk and crack jokes or show a serious interest
in the subject matter?
"However, I wouldn't mind the results being public," she added. "I think a professor's
popularity goes by word-of-mouth anyway."
James Shanahan, chair of the communication department, agreed.
"I wouldn't have any problems with it,"
he said.

Photo Illustration by Peter Caty

Connecticut to offer low-interest student loans
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

committed to assisting currently enrolled students, as well as
prospective students with their financial needs."
He added that already 80 students have received increased financial aid for the current year, as funds have been
"reallocated." Meanwhile, "for the 2009-2010 academic year,
our budget plans include increased financial aid to meet this
growing need."
Applications remain in line with past years, as does
fundraising, according to the letter.
The state of Connecticut also made an announcement on
Monday that it will assist Fairfield students who are in danger
of having to leave school because of economic troubles and
increasing tuition.
Connecticut Gov. M. Jodi Rell revealed a low-interest
student loan plan that involves several credit unions across
the state. The state has already contributed $17.5 million dollars to the Credit Union League of Connecticut, which will
begin to offer loans with interest rates between 5.75 percent
and six percent, according to a press release. Students who
take the six percent rate will be allowed to defer payment
for up to one year.
"The national economic recession is hitting home on all
levels and families across Connecticut are faced with the difficult decisions on what expenses to cut. Under this program,
college tuition does not have to be one of them," Rell said.
These loans will be made to students who may not
qualify for traditional loans or who may have already used
up all their resources and are now having trouble paying for
college costs," Rell added.
While the University may remain in good shape, its endowment has continued to suffer throughout the economic

downturn that has plagued the nation.
Von Arx said that the endowment returns are down 20
percent from last year and, thus, will affect the upcoming
budget negatively and will be even worse when the budget is
made for 2010-11. The deficit was expected and, according to
von Arx, contingency plans were already made in October.
Another negative impact of the smaller endowment returns is that the Bellarmine Museum construction work has
been postponed and will not open until 2010. The museum
was expected to open in spring 2009 and is planned to include
artwork currently owned by Fairfield that it has acquired
through donations, as well as pieces from the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York City.
But according to von Arx, plans remain on schedule for
the Jesuit residence construction project and the other housing projects, which include the construction of new dorms in
both the Village and the Quad. The construction costs of the
campus renovations is estimated to cost $75 million.
Earlier this week the University was granted two permits
from the town of Fairfield allowing it to build on wetlands in
the Village and build a four-story dorm in the Quad.
"We hope to commence construction according to our
plans; however, we will continue to evaluate the financing
models and timing of when construction can begin and may
adjust plans accordingly," von Arx said.
The University is also taking steps to prepare contingency
plans that will allow for budget cuts in specific departments,
mainly in travel and food costs.
Fairfield has not instituted a hiring freeze but "are evaluating open positions carefully and moving forward only with
positions that are crucial and urgent."
Von Arx plans on reporting to the community once again
in January.
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Campus crime beat:
Suspicious activity in the Zen Garden; non-students cause scene
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BY DANIEL LEITAO

Tuesday, Dec. 2
2:03 p.m. A hit-and-run occurred in the Canisius parking
lot. It is currently under investigation.

Saturday, Dec. 6
1:18 a.m. Four non-students were reported to be creating
a disturbance in Regis. One nonstudent was issued a Criminal
Trespass Warning.

Alexandra Gross
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Tom Cleary
MANAGING EDITOR

Wednesday, Dec. 3
12:45 p.m. A harassment case was
reported to Public Safety.

1:47 a.m. A Criminal Trespass
Warning was issued to non-student
for DUI.

Lily Norton
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Thursday, Dec. 4
12:15 a.m. Vandalism was reported
on the Quad side door of Regis Hall. The
door had been smashed and the on-duty
carpenter was called. Anyone with info
is asked to contact Public Safety.

2:41 a.m. A student was found
in possession of drug paraphernalia.
Fairfield PD was called.

The Print Edition

Friday, Dec. 5
8:14 p.m. A student in possession of
a false identification card was found, and re
ported by Fairfield PD to Public Safety.
10:13 p.m. Suspicious activity was reported to
Public Safety that occurred in the Bellarmine Japanese
Garden. Two students were identified.

10:53 p.m. Vandalism was reported
in the Jogues laundry room.
Sunday, Dec. 7
1:49 a.m. A hit-and-run occurred in the
Townhouse 9 Block and is currently under
investigation by Public Safety.
Monday, Dec. 8
2:45 p.m. A computer at the library was reported vandalized, believed to have been committed by Prep students.

Students trade fines for toys
BY TOM CLEARY

Want to help give back to the community this holiday season? Then do
your part by getting written up.
For the fourth straight year, fines
that are collected as a result of documentation for University rules violations will go to the Toys for Tots
program, which gives toys to underprivileged children in the Fairfield
County area.
The idea was brought to the Dean of
Students Office by Caitlin Wagner, who
graduated in 2006. She worked with the
office for two years before graduating and
it has expanded further from there.
"In 2006, the Student Alumni Association was approached with the request

Contributed Photo

to have Teddy Bears for Love
included," said Allison Berger,
associate director of the dean of
students office. "For the last three
years we have allowed students
to donate toys and teddy bears
in exchange for their student
conduct fines."
Nationwide, the program
collected 7.5 million toys in
2007 and is run by the United
States Marine Corps.
The program is in association
with Campus Ministry, which
is collecting toys until Dec. 18.
Students who are not written-up
can contribute by taking new,
unwrapped toys to the Barone
Campus Center Info Desk.
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You asked for Girl Talk...

Editorial Board
Alexandra Gross - Editor in Chief
Tom Cleary - Managing Editor
Lily Norton - Assistant Managing Editor
Veronica Florentino - Commentary Editor
Melissa Mann - Assistant Commentary Editor
Chris Simmons- News Editor

Top 10 holiday wishes
10. "Lets Be Frank" T-shirts.
• Because who doesn't want a smiling Frank Romano on
their T-shirts?
9. An upgrade on Sodexo food.
We hear rumors that there are prisons who have better
food than we do, and when they're asked to cater, they do
a much nicer job. We pay so much for tuition, room and
board, we should see some better food!
8. Girl Talk to perform on campus in the spring.
With the question of whether or not FUSA will be having a spring concert, Girl Talk would be a nice addition,
especially since it's already proven it will be a big hit with
students, due to the number of tickets already sold.
7. New Mirror writers!
We need new writers to cover stories and take photos
that interest you. Remember, this is your student newspaper.
6. A new arena and a better RecPlex for students.
The non-athletes would appreciate a gym that is just as
nice, and doesn't use a racquetball court for a weight room.
And if we can re-do Alumni Hall in the process, then maybe
performers would be more willing to perform there. (Of
course, it would help the basketball team want to play there
as well.)
5. A move forward with the Amethyst Initiative.
The idea behind the Initiative is great, but what happened to the discussions? If this is going to be a solution to
a national problem, we need to start talking about it.
4. More campus transportation.
Since Fairfield is removing second-year parking, there
must be a way for students to get around when off campus.
In light of the drunken driving incident in which a student
was severely injured, a beach shuttle seems almost necessary
for the safety of students, whom we know will be going to
the beach to uphold the undergraduate tradition.
3. The Stags to win the MAAC.
With the way they've been performing lately, it'd be a
nice time to have a positive end to the season.
2. To continue to help families afford Fairfield.
The economy has put a serious strain on students and
their families. Fairfield needs to become a bigger contributor
in helping students afford tuition so that they can finish out
the remainder of their years at the University.
1. For Obama to live up to high expectations.
Obama's election comes at a time where there is a dire
need for change; the state of the economy and the war in
Iraq are just two issues that need to be addressed. The people
voted; now it's up to Obama to carry out his promises.

In reference to the Class of2010's impending bid to have Girl Talk perform on campus. Excited or anxious to see Girl Talk?
E-mail your thoughts to mirror.comment@gmail.com.

Hearing your voice in evaluations

they feel that the sites do not offer honest critiques
of professors, especially professors who assign a
ANDREW CHAPIN
heavy course load.
However, once you look at the comments anonyI always looked at teacher mous Fairfield students have left, you realize that a
evaluations as nothing more than student respects a teacher if the teacher engages them
a paper trail to the garbage. If they enough with worthwhile course work.
. mattered, I reasoned, teachers who
Certain teachers' names are synonymous with
were inept my freshman year would no longer be breeze A's. There have been classes that have been
wasting anyone's time, including their own.
attended fewer times than two hands can count. And
However, FUSA will publish teacher evaluation it's not because you were bogged down with work and
data, giving students an option that was previously resigned to taking a C (which can also happen).
Teachers, generally, get this reputation for being
reserved for ratemyprofessor.com-type Web sites.
The questions that will be utilized are: "The lax, almost indifferent, toward the work of their stuInstructor communicated clearly and effectively," dents. These are the classes where learning is optional.
"The Instructor was effective in teaching the Classes that you can sleep through, in bed or in the
subject matter," "The class syllabus accurately chair, and still get high marks are the college system's
revenge against oppresreflected both the content
sive workloads and maand requirements of the
course," and "Rate the
niacal teachers. And why
workload of the course."
shouldn't students exploit
this GPA booster? With
This is another step,
a premium on grades,
by FUSA, to legitimize
students will take them
themselves; the studentany way they can.
run group still has a voice
Teacher evaluaon this campus and, unlike
tions allow students to
years past, it is actually becompliment, as well as
ginning to tackle issues that
vent. It's a bad class if
matter. However, it is not
you're already countgoing to change much.
ing down the days
Teachers have the
until
you fill out the
option to withhold their
Caitlin Leist/The Mirror
evaluation form.
evaluations. Personally,
Easiest assignment of the semester: Using evaluaAre the teachers
I have seen and written tions for student needs.
really that bad? No,
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board. some scathing evaluations
that I am sure no teacher would ever want to disclose. not at all.
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirror.comment@gmail.com
I have had very few poor teachers. However,
If a teacher receives ones penciled in down the line,
would they want to publish results? If consistent, seven of them have been so terrible in their own
these scores indicate that the teacher is not worthy of ways that I will have a chip on my shoulder when I
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
teaching at Fairfield, an institution which apparently enter the teaching world. I may or may not ever be
and contributions of its readers:
as intelligent as any of them, but I will be able to do
takes credentials over craft.
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
the
one thing they could never do: relate knowledge
I
am
studying
to
be
a
high
school
English
teacher.
e-mailed to themirror.feedback@mail.com
in
a
productive and enriching way.
On
the
whole,
I
feel
as
if
the
courses
I
have
taken
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
It is no longer about the student and it certainly
at Fairfield are reflective of the institution. In short,
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
Fairfield is a respected school, regardless of its elitist is not exclusively about the teacher. This is about
communicating information regarding the efficiency
tendencies and, sometimes, haughty faculty.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles fot content,
While I am not disparaging the teachers of of teachers that was previously unavailable through
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
Fairfield University, offering students the opportunity a University avenue.
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Why should the University not hold its teachers,
to evaluate their professors anonymously is a fair way
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
regardless
of how long they have been here, to the
to gauge the effectiveness of a teacher.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.
same
standards
that it holds its students?
It goes back to the argument some teachers
have with sites like ratemyprofessor.com, where
The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center
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A night at the Grape
BY JP PORRETTA

with only $15 on me?" I asked myself as I
walked closer and closer to the bar stool.
I stood at the bar for about 10 minutes,
patiently waiting for the bartender to take
my order.
"It's a real busy night," I was reassuring
myself as I wondered why he was taking so
damn long.
It was right about this time when my
friend, who lacked the Y chromosone, came
tapping on my shoulder. She leaned on the
bar for no more than five seconds before

cover charge is always overpriced, and the
drinks cost the same they would at any other
When it comes to being a senior at
bar in town. Yet, for some reason, students,
Fairfield University, attending the Grape is
myself included, are continuously drawn in.
as routine as attending class. It's the social
That's because this rattrap we call the Grape
center for upperclassmen, where everybody
is more than just a bar. It's a place where
who is anybody will be spotted.
the senior class can come together all in
Don't get the wrong idea, though. While
one room, and together celebrate the most
the Grape sounds like a hot spot, it is essenimportant year of the collegic career.
tially identical to any other crumby bar you'd
What was my goal at the bar? What
find in Fairfield County. Dilapidated wooden
was I trying to discover when I started to
bar stools, rusted dartboards with dull darts,
dissect one of the Fairfield's most popular
and of course, the extremely
hotspots?
overpriced cover charge.
For Hunter S.
Despite being a generic
Thompson in Las Vegas,
he was on a search for
college bar, for some reason us
the American Dream,
college students love it. And
but that was one thing I
we have no reason not to, since
you never know what kind of
knew I was not going to
find in this dump. And
excitement is going to break
using drugs to enhance
out there.
Let's take a typical Grape
my search was a definite
no-no for me; I even
night. When I arrived at around
cringe when swallowing
11:45,1 was displeased to find
an Advil.
a line stretching half way down
We have only one
the block. Standing on that famore year before school
miliar corner of Reef Road and
Fairfield Beach Road, I felt like
is over; one more year
I was at the DMV, waiting alto be as care-free and
most 10 minutes before actually
spontaneous as we
entering the front door. I handed Center of yQur SOCJa, scene. |t ^ much but jt keeps you coming back for want. When that year
the bouncer my driver's license, more
comes to a close, it's
time to check our youth
and, as always, he returns it to
me with a skeptical look on his face. None the Vin Diesel-looking bartender sprinted at the door and throw on that shirt and tie.
of these bouncers ever really believe my I.D. over and asked what she wanted. Sigh, one Where else is it cool to start fights without
is real, and I don't blame them. After all, I of the many perks to having female assets consequences, and consume alcohol like we
look like abnormally tall ninth grader.
— quicker service at the bar. I'm certain that are free from responsibilities?
Stepping foot in the Grape, you can see
But wait, he's not done with me yet. Be- if only I had a pair of boobs, I would have
fore letting me finally enter, the overweight much less speeding tickets and much more it all around. In the group of girls outside
bouncer demands from me the absurdly drinks in my system. But I digress...
puffing from their cigarettes, the couple
overpriced cover charge of $5.1 reluctantly
The thought of going to the same bar kissing in the corner, the guys lining up
reach for my wallet, only to find a lonely $20 every week for nine months straight, and shots of jack, and the jocks getting ready to
bill crumbled in there, only accompanied by seeing the same hundred faces in. a crumby swing fists. This is where we leave all our
an almost maxed-out debit card.
shoe box of a bar does sound pretty dull. responsibilities at the door, and spend the
"How am I supposed to get hammered There's nothing special about the music, the next few hours living in the now.

OCB: A bigger headache than its worth
BY JOHN DONOVAN

ticularly as an upperclassman," said Kyle Morris '10.
I understand the fact that we live in a residential area and that
I am one of the few unlucky people who applied for the off- many of the year-round beach residents may not be wholly apprecampus lottery and was shut down.
ciative of the behavior of some of the students at Fairfield. That
Rather than just saying "Oh, well I guess I'll wait for the doesn't mean the school should make a lottery system to intentionnext round of the lottery," I find myself asking why is there even ally make it difficult for students to live where they want to. Rather
an off-campus lottery. Our school is facing a big overcrowding than acting as an obstacle for our living arrangements, the school
issue, yet they still decide that they should make moving off should act to help get us better deals and make sure we are treated
campus a problem.
fairly by landlords.
Students at Fairfield currently face overcrowded townhouses
I have a friend at Quinnipiac who is a junior and already lives
and forced triples, and some juniors are even forced to live in dorms in an off-campus house. When I asked him what steps he had to
for a third year in a row. Two years
take to live in that house,
of living in a dorm is bad enough but
he was confused more than
to force juniors, 21-year-olds in many
anything else. He simply
cases, to live in dorms rather than find
| called a landlord and signed
an off campus alternative is cruel.
a lease. Students at QuinnipI have to ask myself why the
iac don't have to do anything
school doesn't let people just live
other than find a house and
off campus to alleviate some of the
just tell the school where
obvious stress placed on on-campus
they're living.
housing. Rather than helping to
There's no lottery sysfacilitate a move off campus, the
tem, they just make their
school chooses to make it as difficult
own decisions. My friend
as possible to move off campus.
was dumbfounded that
The idea that most students at
there was even a process
Fairfield will never experience livthat has to be followed to
ing in an off-campus situation is silly
get off campus and offered
his condolences.
to me. Not having any experience Keep off: University aims to keep you off the beach,
making the independent financial
So now I sit here hoping
decisions that come with living at your own place seems like it that Fairfield University can find it in their hearts to actually let me
would leave students unprepared for the post college world.
participate in what is arguably the best part of going to Fairfield.
Rather than give its students a chance to learn and grow on The beach community was one of the deciding factors behind my
their own, Fairfield would like to continue to treat us like a bunch coming to Fairfield. If for any reason I don't end up being allowed
of prep school students who aren't smart enough to make our own to live there it would be an enormous disappointment.
decisions. I can understand the schools reluctance to allow students
I think the school needs to stop being so controlling of the stuunder 21 to live off campus, but the fact that there is even a process dents at Fairfield, particularly upperclassmen. The idea of having to
by which to get off campus as a senior is asinine.
apply to live in a house that doesn't even belong to the University
"It's just dumb that there's an off campus lottery. I've never is just making what should be a very simple process a monster
heard of any other school that wants to keep you on campus, par- headache for some.

BY ANNIE ROONEY

Most college students will remember
the annoying and protected computer systems they dealt with in their four years of
high school. Private and many public high
schools enforced bans on their library and
other in class computers, allowing usage for
educational purposes only.
Unfortunately, it has now come the
time where colleges are being forced to do
it as wellTennessee State University issued a
ban on the popular gossip Web site "Juicy
Campus" on Nov. 12 of this past year due
to parental complaints.
The Mirror covered an article on this
Web site in the last issue, where the real
dirty, behind-the-scenes information was revealed about what the real juice in "juicycampus" is. Demeaning as the Web site defines
itself, should collegiate students really
be restricted through the school's internet
network? Is issuing a ban on something
students deem to be in the first amendment
legally acceptable?
It sure as hell should be.
This Web site is not only providing
entertainment for some immature students,
it is causing problems of which Fairfield
University should become aware. Diminishing someone's sexual behaviors, physical
appearances or other personal characteristics is entertaining to some but detrimental
to others.
On Nov. 20, Michael A Freeman, vice
president for student affairs at Tennessee
State University said in The Chronicle, "We
live in a post-Virginia Tech environment, we
need to be more thoughtful, and we really
need to be more careful in targeting and attacking each other."
If that isn't a wake up call, I don't know
what else is.
Are people forgetting what happened at
Virginia-Tech just a few years ago? When
an emotionally unstable student voluntarily
took the lives of innocent others, as well as
himself due to possible insecurities? Well
insecurities are only heightened through
negative peer influence. Juicycampus.com
is just a window into this negativity.
I'm sure one of you readers has written
on that Web site once, maybe twice. Now
how horrible do you feel? Yeah, that one
laugh you had with your buddies could now
escalate into a traumatic epidemic here at
Fairfield University and you just may be the
person to blame.
Although our Stag society here doesn't
seem to have such a heavy usage of this Web
site, that doesn't mean our administration
shouldn't look into its degrading effects.
The first amendment does allow us citizens
to have free rights to a Web site like this,
but when the actual "campus" server is
providing the internet for hate crimes like
this to take place, the school should look at
the Jesuit ideals it aims to instill in us and
maybe reconsider our freedoms.
It's sad to think that as we strive to
mature with college, Web sites and foolish
behaviors prohibit us. When are people going to grow up and accept the responsibility
of reality?

Editor: Meghan Schelzi
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Students host final fundraising
event for New Orleans service trip

BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

At this semester's Activities
Fair you may have noticed a student
standing on top of a table holding up a
poster board shouting, "Join the Green
Campus Initiative."
At the time, there were only a few
members, but over the past four months
those determined few have brought
together 39 students to form the Green
Campus Initiative (GCI).
All semester long, a group of
individuals from GCI have been working together toward a common goal of
fund raising enough money to travel to
New Orleans over winter break to volunteer with sustainable redevelopment
of devastated residential areas.
Monday night in the Oak Room,
members of GCI hosted a silent auction, which raised approximately
$1,500, helping the team reach its
goal of $34,400 of which they are
currently at $28,000.
Auction items ranged from
massages at Physical Synergy to
autographed sports memorabilia, as Ready or not, here we come: Students above heading to New Orleans this January (Top Left to right)Tara Meagher, Liz Ulles, Kaleigh
well as Knicks tickets and student- Clark, Mary Catherine Taylor, Lindsay McGrath, Jen Meuser, Steve Belnavis, Jeff Billingham, Ted Swiderski, Jeanine Conway, Andrew
Chapin, Rachael Anderson, Scott Duncan (Bottom Left to right) Annika Lie, Galen Vinter, Jenna Tracia, Sarah Baroody, Jen Clinton.
crafted jewelry.
But more than a silent auction, the event was like ning, this trip has been coordinated by students
a send-off for the students going on the trip. Through- for students.
out the event, students and faculty alike came out in
"Being student-run allows us to keep
support of their friends and students to wish them luck focus on the GCI's goals as well as the goal to
and help support their cause.
empower students," said Vinter.
Only in its first year, members of GCI unWith the trip less than a month away, "We're right
where we want to be," said Galen Vinter '09, director of derstand that there are challenges to be faced as
GCI, of the teams fundraising efforts.
there are with any organization on its first round,
Monday night's silent auction was just one of the but knowing that has not kept these students from
many fundraising efforts GCI members have done this continuing towards their goal.
semester. Last Sunday, it hosted a "Polar Bear Plunge" at
"The best part of GCI being so young and
the beach (in the snow) and sold candy grams for weeks energetic is that we will make mistakes but we
earlier in the semester.
won't make them alone — we'll make them toWhat sets this group apart is that its members gether, we'll fix them together, and we'll become
have done everything themselves. From the begin- strong because of it, together," said Vinter.

All Photos Meghan Schelzi/The Mirror

Top Right: Lucas the Stag stopped by to wish
members of the GCI good luck. Middle Left: Team
members enthusiastically (and festively) greeted
students and faculty at the door and collected donations. Middle Right: Andrew Chapin, who chaired
the silent auction event, greets Economics Professor James Buss at the door. Bottom Right: The
banner that hangs in the Barone Campus Center
has the names and pictures of each student going
on the trip. The banner was in the Oak Room Monday, on which students wrote comments of good
luck to their friends.
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Thinking outside of the gift hox:
Creative holiday ideas that won't break the bank
BY EMMALEE EGAN AND ALEXANDRA GROSS

The holidays can be a stressful time for those who want
to provide generous gifts to those they love but do not
seem to have enough money to spend on the perfect gift.
Luckily, gift giving is about much more than money, and
the following are some great ideas to show you how this
holiday - especially in light of the economy - a little money
and some creativity can go a long way.

Make an impression: Taking pictures, especially in college, is a great way to document the moments that you want
to cherish forever. But the ease of the digital camera results in

Bejeweled originals: While thrift stores and tag sales
can be great for one-of-a-kind jewelry, sometimes you just
can't seem to find what you want.
Solution: Make your own. Craft stores like JoAnn
fabrics or Fairfield's own Pink Cloud Beading Company (63
Unquowa Rd., Donnelly Walk) have tons of materials like
chains, cords, clasps and beads that can satisfy the budding
designer in you.
Stumped on how to get started? Check out http://www.
mycraftbook.com/for great jewelry and craft ideas.

Spreading (and scouring) Goodwill: You may not
even put "gift" and "Goodwill" in the same sentence, but
your local thrift store can be a wonderful place to score a
unique item that is sure to impress.
Solution: It's worth it to scour the aisles to see if you
can find a quirky teacup or patterned dish, which both make
wonderful jewelry holders. Don't forget that a beautiful
plate is the perfect addition for a batch of fresh-baked
cookies for a friend. Two great places to look nearby are
Goodwill in Westport (1572 Post Rd. E, (203) 259-3943)
and Twice is Nice, (3519 Post Road, Southport, (203)
259-7627).
Alexandra Gross/ The Mirror

Broken in books: Used bookstores are also gold mines Support local crafts: Buying handmade gifts can help you
for college students on a budget. Books are meaningful gifts, avoid the rush at shopping malls,
especially when you keep in mind the interests of the person

of whom you are searching.
Solution: Have a friend who is really creative? Try and
find some old art, photography and fashion books. Inspiration
is everywhere, and it is possible to find rare books for next
to nothing. Be sure to inscribe the front cover, and add some
tinsel between the pages for a personal touch.

FairfieldMirror.com
Go

many unprinted photos that are only viewed on Facebook.
Solution: Help a friend remember your favorite times by
making a photo calendar. Choose 12 (or more) special shots,
upload them to a calendar template on Web sites like ShutterFly.com or Snapfish.com (prices start at $18.99) and give
along with a card that lists the reasons why these photos are

If you don't have time to make your own gifts while
in the midst of studying for finals, opt to buy handmade.
Supporting local crafters not only helps you to avoid frantic
shopping malls and long lines, but it is a way to show small
businesses and friends that you appreciate special, one-of-akind products that strengthen ties among people.
Also, since many crafters work out of their homes or
small studios, the environmental impact is lower than largescale production methods and factories. Web sites such at
Etsy.com, Indiepublic.com and Craftster.com are great sites
to find gifts or ideas and get in touch with local, national and
international artists.
If you want to learn more about handmade gifts or sign
a handmade holiday pledge, visit Buyhandmade.org.

Let's Be Frank: Stag Spotlight
Con O'Halloran, Groundskeeper

ONLINE FOR A

PHOTO SUDESHOW OF THE
NEW ORLEANS BENEFIT

special to you. This is a gift that can be appreciated the entire
year and is one to be remembered. If you want your picture to
last longer, hit up a thrift or craft store to find unique picture
frames or frame ideas.

h

BY FRANK ROMANO

WWW.FAIRFIELDMIRROR.COM/
CAMPUSLIFE

Click on it today

5 things to do over
Christmas break
l.Have a snowball
fight
£ • Catch up with old
friends

3 • Make a
Gingerbread house
t« Go sledding

Frank Romano: What are your responsibilities as a groundskeeper?
Con O'Halloran: Everything from moving furniture to clipping grass to trimming trees,
bushes - everything that concerns groundskeeping work is basically what we do. We throw
down sand and salt when it snows and when the snow is gone, we have to pick up the sand
again to make the campus look nice following the snowstorm, or the winter in general.
FR: What's your favorite season, and why?
CO: [My] favorite season, I think, is spring because [it's] after everything's
bare during the winter and you see new life starting all around you - between
the flowers and the leaves coming back on the trees, and young turkeys, and
young kittens, and coyotes, and all sorts of wildlife. The geese tend to come
back around that time, too. Everything's coming alive again. Also, it's not too
hot in the spring.
FR: Have you had any memorable experiences with wildlife?
CO: I did actually not too long ago, earlier this summer. I saw four or five
of those mockingbirds bouncing around one of the bushes over there near the
Quick Center. I don't know - I was weeding or something at the time - and I
just went to investigate and I found about a two and a half foot-long snake with
one of the young ones out of the nest in its mouth.
FR: Do you have any tips for dealing with those turkeys?
CO: The turkeys are more afraid of you than we're supposed to be of them, but
a lot of people seem to run from them and that only makes them follow you even
quicker than they were before. Just let a whistle, or clap your hands, or whatever.
But they can be annoying - they can come up and start pecking the truck.
FR: What do you do when you're not working? Any special talents?
CO: I like to play guitar and the bodhran, which is the Irish drum and
sing a few songs. I like entertainment and we've done a few gigs all over
the place [Con plays with his sister Judy, in a group called "Camac".]
We'll sing for any occasion- birthdays, weddings, divorces, funerals,
whatever.
Watch Con and Frank on "Let's Be Frank"- Leaf Pick-Up
at youtube.com/theHAMchannel
Photo Illustration by Meghan Schelzi

O. Sleep past noon!

Q ENTERTAINMENT
Editor: JP Porretta
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John Legend hits no flat notes
Grammy winner's Evolver Tour makes stop at Alumni Hall
Saadiq's catchy, soulful beats and passionate vocals were an
excellent appetizer to the shows main act.
As a devoted Legend fan, I had high hopes for this show. I had
heard that he was even better live than recorded, and from the first
few words Legend sang as he walked on stage, the huge screen
behind him glowed with the Evolver logo, it became clear that this
was no rumor.
While Legend's notoriously strong voice can sometimes be mitigated
by background instrumentals, hearing it live his talent is unmistakable.
Leading off with a few of his newer tracks such as "It's Over"
and "Satisfaction" to engage his audience, Legend's crowd seemed
captivated by the stunning vocals and high-energy performance, and
he eventually segued into older classics such as "Slow Dance" and
the Grammy-winning "Used to love U."
His set list was a perfect balance between more upbeat tracks
and signature ballads complemented by his impeccable piano accompaniment. His last song was the "Evolver" hit single "Green
Light," the performance of which was met with screams of joy from
radio fans.
Legend took his bow and exited the stage, but a few minutes later
a single spotlight turned on his piano and then began the familiar
first notes of the highly praised ballad "Ordinary People." Legend
played an extended version of "People," taking care to let his audience sing parts of the chorus by themselves.
Legend ended his show with his relatively new song "If You're
Out There," which he wrote regarding his work for the Show Me
campaign and performed at the Democratic National Convention.
Grammy-winning artist evolves in Alumni Hall: Despite having more community members in attendance The screen behind legend flashed images of iconic figures such as
than Fairfield undergrads, Legend pulled off an exciting concert.
Rosa Parks and Martin Luther King Jr., ending with President-elect
Barack Obama, which was met with an eruption of screams.
BY WHITNEY DOUGLAS
As a fan I was thrilled with Legend's spectacular performance. I am confident
that anyone who attended, fan or not, was truly impressed by the singer-songwriter's
As a stopover on his Evolver Tour, five-time Grammy winner John Legend per- talent and charisma and would highly recommend his music to anyone who has not
formed at Fairfield's Alumni Hall this past Saturday. Although Fairfield students were yet discovered it.
in the minority of the crowd that packed the hall, Legend was nonetheless received
with open arms.
Legend's Columbia Records mate Raphael Saadiq joined him as his opening act. •
Head to Pairfieldmirror.com to see more exclusive photos
•
from the show.
•
Accompanied by two very energetic dancers in black suits, Saadiq performed hits from •
* Send us your thoughts on the concert *
•
his new album "The Way I See It" with incredible energy. The crowd clearly enjoyed •
•
at Mirror.entertainment@gmail.com.
*
his '60s vibe, and the female part devoured his mid-set striptease.

Want more Legend?

Four Christmases' ain't a lump of coal
makes us laugh. While they trap of depicting four stereotypical divorced,
do not show as much chem- dysfunctional families. As Kate and Brad
istry as one might have liked, meet the other's respective parents, they find
they play off each other out how compatible they actually are.
Meanwhile, the comedy that each of the
well, especially in comedic
parents bring adds to the stress on Withersituations.
Playing Kate and Brad, spoon and Vaughn's characters. Duvall, as an
a couple who keep their re- overly redneck father brings the most laughs,
lationship seemingly perfect while Spacek, Steenburgen and Voight round
by sharing the view that out the cast a boy-toy loving cougar, an overly
neither marriage nor kids sexual Christian dating her pastor and the
is the way to go, stem their advice-giving father respectively.
One of the only negative things that can
ideas from, you guessed
it, their own dysfunctional be said about the antics that ensue at each
childhoods with divorced house is that the scenes tend to drag on too
long. As the relationship between Witherspoon
parents.
With a supporting cast and Vaughn is already awkward, after a bit of
including Robert Duvall, Sis- banter, it becomes a little tedious to watch.
"Four Christmases," while not strictly
sy Spacek, Jon Voight, Mary
a
holiday
movie, will fulfill your comedy
Steenburgen and Kristin
needs.
It
promises
laughs, and a good hour
Chenoweth, the cast is cerand
a
half
s
worth
of
entertainment, and with
tainly strong enough to carry
the light-hearted comedy. the current state of the economy affecting our
Rottentomatoes.com However, as light-hearted Christmas budgets this year, who wouldn't
as it is, there is more than the want a cheap way to smile?
Certainly a holiday winner: Vince Vaughn and Reese Witherspoon bring the holiday cheer in "Four
Christmases."
usual cursing
and inappropri- i Film: "Four Christmases"
for their innovation. They are simply meant ateness and, as a warning, the
BY ELIZABETH CONNORS
to be cute, often funny movies to kick-start PG-13 rating is strongly cau- I Director: Seth Gordon
tioned for a younger audience.
As Christmas approaches every year, the the holiday season.
The opening scene shows | Starring: Reese Witherspoon, Vince Vaughn j
Cute and often funny are exactly the
box office comes out with a number of flicks
that are meant to get us in the holiday spirit* words I would use to describe "Four Christ- an unexpected and creative
Past movies include "The Family Stone," mases," starring Reese Witherspoon and Vince meeting of the two, that sets the
"Christmas with the Kranks," "Deck the Vaughn. An unlikely pairing that I would have movie off on a good note with
Halls" and "The Holiday." These aren't usu- not necessarily put together as a couple, With- high expectations. However, the
ally Oscar winners, nor are they appreciated erspoon manages to charm us while Vaughn movie continues to fall into the
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Britney Spears isn't clowning around with this 'Circus'
tracks "Circus," "Mannequin," and ally provides some of the better tracks.
"Kill the Lights" now stimulate our "Rock Me In" and "Phonography" define
eardrums.
the music of Spears. Fans are reassured of
Spears has been profession- Spears' talent with tracks like those. The
ally recognized for her talent since track "Mmm Papi," which is an obvious
1999, but has this album lived up acknowledgement to the settled tension
to the reputation of her past hits? between Spears and her authoritative faWhile "Womanizer" hit the number ther, ironically happens to have an erotic,
one spot on the "Billboard Hot sexually driven melody; however, her
100," the rest of her tracks are ballad "My Baby," enlightens the listener
not receiving the same favorable where he or she can experience the love
reviews as that number one hit. Spears has for her children.
Spears has gone through quite the
Spears has and always will be a poiroller coaster of emotional trag- gnant figure in our celebrity world. Her
edies over the past few years but music and performances will always be
empathy for her has not necessarily desired by many, and there's no doubt
led to a resounding approval of her about it. Passion and drama always excite
an audience and this fresh Spears album
most recent album.
Devoted Spears fans will agree has done just that. The album is definitely
that although the album is another worth playing at a party scene and will
great piece of work because, well, continue to have radio recognition.
Her fans should be happy she is sucit's Spears, this is clearly not her
best. Many of the songs have a sim- cessfully still at work and has — to a great
ilar clubby, monotonous sound and extent — emotionally recovered.
are confused throughout the album.
Instead of getting
lost in the music like ! Album: "Circus"
some of her other
j Artist: Britney Spears
itneyspearscircus,
great works, some
Britney's back: Despite not being at the same stature as her previous works, "Circus" still serves of Spears' tracks on | Top songs: "Womanizer," "Circus"
as an enjoyable album.
Circus like "ShatBY ANNIE ROONEY
cally well-recovered with her sixth studio tered Glass," "If U Seek
~~ released album "Circus" on Dec. 2.
Amy,"...encourage us to
While the track "Womanizer" has seek the next song.
After her recently debuted MTV
The "deluxe album,"
documentary "Britney: For the Record," been driven into our heads these past few
Britney Spears has proved herself musi- months, the dancing continues as hot pop available on iTunes, actu-

Renowned harp player
soothes the Quick Center
BY LILY NORTON

Colombian jazz harpist Edmar Castaneda added a new dimension to the Fairfield
University jazz club's performance on Thursday night at the Quick Center.
The Wein Experimental Theatre turned into a jazz club with round tables where
the audience sat anticipating the sounds of the night.
Castaneda's improvisational playing of both the traditional orchestral and Colombian harp mesmerized the audience. Castaneda, who was born in Colombia,
started playing the harp at the age of 13. Today, he stands as a figure of great importance in the jazz world, as he uniquely adds the harp to the American art form of
jazz, juxtaposing two very different cultural sounds that come to together to create
beautiful music. Today, he tours regularly with his
group, the Edmar Castaneda Trio. The audience sat
in awe of Castaneda when he played.
One of the greatest moments of the night was
when Castaneda and Torff performed a duet that
Castaneda had arranged. Castaneda played the
Colombian harp, mixing a style of traditional legato orchestral harp playing with very innovative,
almost jumpy staccato melodies, which he created
by plucking the strings.
In the style of jazz, Castaneda and the other
players often improvised and took many solos, highlighting every player in the band at least once.
Nicholas Lombardi '10, the student leader of
the ensemble, performed the night's first solo on his
alto sax, and also arranged a the second song performed
called "Mo' Better Blues" written by Branford Marsalis.
"I was very excited about performing my arrangement," said Lombardi. I spent
a lot of time on it, hoping that it would appeal to everyone who came to see us, so
I felt proud that it was on the program."
But that wasn't the only student work performed. Nate Whittaker '10, who
played piano on his arrangement "Slow Me Down."
Although the group is smaller in numbers in comparison to last year, the audience
was blown away by their loud and grabbing sound on various different tunes.
Two songs of the night were arranged by director Brian Torff, who joined the
group on his bass in these numbers.
The night ended with a old favorite "Mr. PC" by the jazz great, John Coltrane.
"I thought both performances went very well," said Lombardi. "We played
together well and there was a very good turnout to see us perform."

Myspace.com

This Goodnight' is that damn good: For anybody who enjoys the soothing sound of holiday music, be sure to pick up Dustin Kensrue's "This Goodnight's Still Everywhere."

Kensrue shows
the folk side of Christmas
BY JP PORRETTA

Kensrue's original holiday songs are just as
impressive, though. His song, "This Goodnight
is Still Everywhere" stands out as great as our
most familiar Christmas tunes, with a slow and
simple, yet soothing and catchy melody that
sings the beauty of the holidays.
With several artists releasing their Christmas albums, Kensrue's album certainly stands
out from all the rest. All holiday music lovers
should go out and pick it up; once Dec. 25
comes, the album will have to sit on the shelf
for a full year.

Honestly, who doesn't enjoy the soothing sounds of holiday music? As green and
red decorations are thrown up on all the light
poles and banisters, nothing belongs on those
iPods and stereos besides the uplifting sounds
of holiday cheer. Folk-rock artist Dustin Kensrue joins in on the holiday this year with the
release of his new album, "This Goodnight is
Still Everywhere."
Known better as the front man for hard
rock band Thrice, Kensrue brings 10 great
holiday tunes: eight remakes and two j Album: "This Goodnight is Still Everywhere"
originals. While containing some great ■ »_. . n . v
„ . :
,
,
,, Baby
, Please
: Artist: Dustin Kensrue
D,
Christmas classics, such as D
•
Come Home" and "Fairytale of New York," j Top songs: "Fairytale in New York , This Goodthere are a few selections on the CD that j night is Still Everywhere"
were found to be a little dry, such as "Oh I
Come Emmanuel." I loooove Christmas I
music, but no musician can make this song j
entertaining, no matter how talented.
j.
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Coldplay bring us along for a short but sweet fmarchf
est album, as well as two new more distorted guitar.
renditions of Coldplay's latest
The only track on the E.P. that came as a
radio hits, "Lovers in Japan" disappointment was the new rendition of the
and "Lost."
song "Lost," which now features a special
Despite not making the appearance by Jay-Z. While Coldplay and
final cut for "Viva La Vida," the Jay-Z separately are great musicians in their
songs featured on "Prospekt's own right, the two certainly do not mix well,
March" certainly don't deserve resulting in a very poor mashup.
to be thrown out. Some of the
The album ends on a great note, with
songs are actually much better the acoustic driven track, "Now My Feet
than what originally made the Won't Touch the Ground." Sounding eerily
final cut. This is the case with similar to its 2005 song, "Kingdom Come,"
the opening track, "Life in Tech- with front man Chris Martin singing very
nicolor II." Expanding on the dark lyrics in a low tone and a soothing
instrumental intro for its latest guitar track that makes the listener want to
album, the song is an explosive drop whatever they are doing, and spend the
opening track, and one of the best next two and a half minutes soaking in the
Coldplay songs I have heard in greatness that is Coldplay.
a long time. The instrumental
While not a full album release, "Prosversion that was featured on the pekt's March" is a great way to keep fans
band's last album was amazing occupied while waiting for Coldplay's next
in itself, and now the addition full length.
of vocals and an actual song
It doesn't matter though how much or
Misspeakmusic.wordpress.com structure make it completely how little time this band takes to produce
Coldplay's music lives on: Despite already releasing a worldwide successful album this year, the
hair raising.
more tunes, as everything it makes is
men of Coldplay return back to the charts with their new E.P., "Prospekt's March."
Another memorable song is golden. Viva la Coldplay.
the third track, "Glass
of Water," which in- Album: "Prospekt's March"
While it only contains eight tracks,
BY JP PORRETTA
Coldplay's new E.P., "Prospekt's March," stantly reminds long time fans
continues to show the flawless song writing of the heavier rock styling Artist: Coldplay
Is this a misprint? Did Coldplay really skills of the four London boys. While the the band expressed on its first Top songs: "Life in Technicolor II", "Glass
release another album, just four months after CD does not overall top the greatness of the album, "Parachutes." While a
the release of the band's two-time platinum, group's latest album, it certainly is not a CD great song by itself, it is obvi- ofWater"
ous on a first listen why this
"Viva la Vida"? If that's the case, then this to avoid purchasing.
song was not featured on the
The
eight-song
track
list
for
the
short
CD will probably sound totally rushed and
final
cut for "Viva la Vida," as
but great album contains six songs that
unrewarding.
were left out of the final version of its lat- it provides less piano and much
Wrong.

West opens up his heart in new CD
BY KEGAN ZEMA

(U WIRE/ U.

OF MAINE)

Kanye West's fourth studio album, "808s & Heartbreak,"
is more than just a collection of songs. For West, it represents
a number of things.
First, it marks a completely new era of his music — a
departure from hip-hop and the creation of a new genre he is
referring to as "pop-art." It is also an emotional summation of
the past year of his life, during which his mother passed away
and his fiancee left him. The biggest thing it represents though,
is that West has established himself as an artist unwilling to
compromise himself.
Those familiar with the fashionista and producer/rapper
probably know him for two things: his music and his ego. Both
are integral parts of West, but both speak for themselves. The
10-time Grammy Award-winning artist has established himself in the industry by creating phenomenal hip-hop albums.
His ingredients are simple —amazing production and lyrical
genius. West started his career as a producer — remember
Jay-Z's "H.O.V.A."? West and his success in using samples
ranging from Daft Punk to Thom York to Ray Charles led
to mega hits such as "Gold Digger" and "Stronger." But the
question on everyone's mind after the release of this album
has been, "What happens when he changes the formula?"
The answer: "808s & Heartbreak" is a musical masterwork, drenched in real human emotion. The risks West took
by making an album with no rapping were tremendous. He
has two guest spots by Young Jeezy and Lil' Wayne, but the
album is otherwise sung entirely by West using the roboticsounding Auto-Tune recently popularized by T-Pain. What
had potential to be a disaster is an album characterized by
some of the best audio engineering and production, with more
hooks than a tackle box.
By definition, the album is a pop/R&B album. However
the last time I heard such a well-made, not to mention heartfelt, pop album was a little album called "Thriller." I am not
about to say West is now the king of pop, but he is certainly
on his way to becoming the prince.
Track by track "808s" examines West's struggle with
fame, celebrity, heartbreak and loss. The heavy-hitting "Welcome to Heartbreak" opens, "My homie showed me pictures
of his kids / All I could show him was pictures of my cribs."
Countless other examples have West putting his heart out
on a platter. The combination of two slower, ethereal songs,
"Street Lights" and "Bad News," at the end of the album
broadcasts a side of West rarely seen behind his myriad of

designer sunglasses.
His singles are absolute fire, too. The
pounding bass in "Love Lockdown," the beats
in "Heartless" - all perfect. Perhaps the best
song of all is "Paranoid," which comes halfway through the album. West has repeatedly
said in interviews and on his blog that he has
been trying to make sing-along anthems; I've
been singing along to every single track.
Here's the bad news: West can't sing.
The good news is, it doesn't matter. Consider
a few artists who "can't sing" by many people's
standards: Kurt Cobain, Bon Scott of AC/DC
and even Bob Dylan have all been criticized.
West's Auto-Tune isn't a crutch but an effect.
He distorts his voice as well on some songs.
The theme is heartbreak, and West sings like
he feels: a little less than human.
What's more is that originally, West
couldn't rap either. Countless record companies turned West the rapper away, only wanting West the producer. As his skills developed,
he turned into the West everyone knows. Give
him a tour's worth of belting out these songs
and people may shut their mouths.
The reason this album is "Amazing"
(track four), is that an artist so well-known
was able to turn around and make something
so different and beautiful just by writing the
music his emotions led him to. He admitted
in a New Zealand press conference that he
went to work in the studio to hide from his
emotional pain.
starpuise.com
West has gotten a lot of flack for being so Kanye shares his 'heartbreak': West still delights fans with his new
egotistical. His most recent interview proclama- experimental sound.
tion was, "I will go down as the voice of this

:■•••••
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generation, of this decade, I will be the loudest voice." j Album: 80oS & Heartbreak

This is perhaps saying a bit much, but really, what will j * .
rr
m
we remember from this decade? In this information age, r-fiiUSU IVanye West
we've got a whole lot of voices. To stand out, one needs j fop songs: "Love Lockdown", "Heartless"
to create something special and original, something West
has always done. On "808s & Heartbreak," he's solidified himself as one of the most innovative and inspiring
artists of the decade - which isn't too far off from "the
loudest voice."

■
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Like a 'bolt' of lightning:

The

Minor

Travolta and Cyrus lead star-studded cast
in new Disney flick

superhero on his own TV show. For reasons of animal
psychology and, perhaps, method acting, Bolt begins to
think that his TV persona is real and that he can actually smash through walls and destroy buildings with his
super bark—like his director says, "If the dog believes
it, the audience believes it." When Bolt is separated
from his co-star and best friend Penny (voiced by
Miley Cyrus), he winds up in New York City and has
to make his way back to Hollywood as an actor lost in
the delusion that his character is real.
Bolt picks up Rhino the hamster (voiced by Mark
Walton), as well as a skinny alley cat named Mittens
(voiced by Susie Essman), in his trek back to Penny.
Their adventures combine the perils of the road movie,
lessons in what it means to be a real dog—watch Bolt's
look when Mittens explains about drinking out of the
toilet—and the clever in-jokes of the film-within-theTV show conceit of the script.
"Bolt" doesn't have the emotional connections of
classic Disney animations—"Bambi" or "Dumbo,"
say—and it doesn't match the intricate worlds of the
best Pixar films like the "Toy Story" movies. But it
Kttentomatoeslcom is technically superb and there are many good comic
Bolt dashes to the top: John Travolta and Miley Cyrus pair up for the latest Disney animated film.
moments, most of them involving Rhino ("I'll snap
his neck," he threatens, looking ferociously out of his
plastic ball).
Walton steals the show, :
BY LAUREN FULLER (U-WIRE/UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN)
but Travolta also has a good j Film: "Bolt"
In the opening sequences of the computer-animated film "Bolt," a superhero mix of the intrepid and the ;
learns the villain he is seeking has fled to Bolivia. He sets off in a harrowing chase, naive, a combination that ; Director: Byron Howard, Chris Williams j
soaring down a highway, pursued by motorcycles and low-flying helicopters that look has marked many of his film ;
Starring: John Travolta, Miley Cyrus
like dragonflies. There are explosions, slow-motion jumps, narrow escapes and heart- roles, and Cyrus creates a •
believable child actress but, ;
stopping action.
In fact, it's the kind of thrilling stunt that once marked the beginning of the James of course, that's what she is. ;
Bond films, where the action hero also survives an opening chase sequence and a rescue In the movie's meta-fictional ;
mission in Bolivia. This coincidence is not lost on Disney writers and fits right into the world, it makes you wonder:
if "Bolt" is a hit, can a TV show be far behind?
culture of "Bolt," a movie that is in many ways about the entertainment business.
"Bolt" is about a white German shepherd (voiced by John Travolta) who plays a

jrn||prT
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HE said / SHE said

Josh Kenney

Tina Masciadrelli

Christmas rhyme time
After one last night of drunken splendor, we've all come
to regret our lack of collegiate endeavors. As reality sets in
and our clouded minds come to
reason, we realize "what the hell
were we thinking?"
All those times that we should
have been studying our texts,
we wasted our time having
amazing sex. And as we realize how many classes we've
skipped, we regret the
decisions that led to us
getting sick.
So we'll trek over
to DiMenna and find a
good seat, all doped
up on caffeine, nicotine
and amphetamine treats.
As we cram, our anxiety
never seems to decrease,
but that's just our brain's
lack of serotonin release.
Test by test, we get further and further from the horrors
of academia, and closer and closer
to an encounter with Santa. But
when it's all over we'll have to say
goodbye to our friends for what
seems like a very long time.
On Christmas Eve, we'll pray
for our teacher's love and affec-

tion, and hope that each new
grade that pops up in StagWeb
doesn't end in dejection. We hope
that on Christmas morning we'll
wake to snow and lots of presents, not followed by our parent's
looks of horrid rejection.
Winter break is a great time
for drinking and sleeping, as
well as other activities which
I must refrain from mentioning. Unfortunately, it can't
go on forever.
Soon enough the
next semester will start,
and for seniors the time
will come for us to part.
Even though this makes
us all sad, we can always reflect on the good
times we had.
As I end this, I'm sorry for upsetting the kids
at the Beach just that one
time. I hope you enjoyed
both Tina's and my weekly fall
semester column, even if you
would rather Stanczyk's fashion.
And even though I tend to use
big words and reason, I hope
you were enlightened and wish
every one of you an amazing
holiday season!

A holiday jingle to spread
some good cheer, from
your favorite She Said,
who will buy you a beer. It's
that time of year when classes
are done, we can go to the bar
and celebrate and have fun.
Let's try not to stress as finals
draw near, the all-nighters at
the library are almost here. We
don't have to sit in class any
more, but studying for tests
sure is a bore.
So trek to the library
with your Starbucks in
hand, and your iPod
prepared with songs
from your favorite
band. The studying will be rough and
you will wish you were
home, sipping wonderfully sweet egg nog full of
alcohol and foam.
But when you get really
sad that your nights are spent
with your head in a book, just remember the that college is almost
over, and you'll have a new outlook. One semester left of college
to enjoy, one more semester left
to find the right boy. Time must
really fly when you're having fun,

or maybe it was the booze that we
drank by the ton.
So come on over and light up
my tree, and save a spot under
the mistletoe for me. The champagne will flow, the Christmas
lights will shine, I'll check under
the tree for presents that are
mine. Naughty or nice, which
list are you on? It depends
on how many nights you
came home after dawn.
So bring on the candy
canes, the stockings
snow, all I want
re presents tied
with little white
bows. I don't
want to think
about all the finals I must take, all
I want to do is relax for
goodness sake!
We can sing Christmas carols and drink Bailey's
by the barrels and cuddle up
next to the fire. It will be so
much fun as we wait for Santa
to come, and give us everything
we desire.
This is when I say I will see you
all next year, I hope you all come
back full of lots of good cheer.
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Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

Spring 2909 Application Deadlines:
MerriB Lynch & Co,
Operations Summer Analyst Program
UBS
Summer Wem Finance
LinkShare Corporation Leadershipdevelopment Program
Northwestern Mutual Financial Representative
Northwestern Mutual Financial Representative Intern
Rrst Investors Corp,
Financial Services Representative

01/27/09
02/12/09
02/26/09
02/27/09
02/27/09
02/2&W

Be sure to check eBeeruitlng for updates!
Visit wwwialrfiel&edu/cpc-Select Student Information and eflecrufting

What Can I Do With This Major?
Visit the Career Planning Center website to explore career options available
by majors. This one stop tool can help you Investigate and discover career
possibilities you've never considered.
You may want to view information from multiple majors to explores wider
range of opportunities.
To access the Ink visit raWield.edu/cpc, select Student Information and
select
'What Can I Do With This Major'on the right side.

Tips for the Holidays
While you are Home for the Holidays. ..and catching up with friends and
famly members ask if they know of someone in the career area you are
interested In. if so, ask if that person would be available to talk with you
about their work.

College Students

Get 15% OFF full-price items.
Must show valid college ID. Restrictions apply; visit store for details.

Your network is one of the best ways to meet people in the industry. They
are more than happy to help just ask!

Fairfield
Turnpike Shopping Center
203-334-7006

EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS

Merry Christmas and Happy Holiday wishes from all of us at
the Career Planning Center!!!
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by Joshua O'Connell

Christmas Wrapping
ACROSS
1. ruler in Africa
5. water dweller, for one
9. it's used to rope in animals
14. to measure
15. to be played with a bow
16. church location
17. Member of a certain Semitic
people
18. daughter of Zeus
19. not open
20. popular carol
23. which person?
24. popular taste of the time
25.cat sound
27. when the train should come
30. the highest quality in something
34. tree decoration
39. dot a surface
40. one who uses a certain farm
instrument
41. lift up
43. clothing
44. condition of being unable to speak
46. gifts during the holiday
48. take off, on water (2 wds.)
50. there may be no room here
51. a bored feeling
53. cell phone metric
58. breakfast food item
61. popular carol
64. played slow on a piano
66. by bad luck
67. LiveJournal mascot
68. wild plums in the northeast U.S.
69. negative aspects
70. in the past
71. American icon
72. John Lennon's wife Ono
73. a fortune teller, for one
DOWN
1. collect
2. raise given due to good work
3. Home to Venice
4. break with established practices
5. not fiction

1

2

1 1
6

3

'

14
17
20

7

'
"
"

21

*

22

27
35

36

37

40
44

28

29

■

1

59

64

65

71

33

■ 50
53

54

55

56

57

63

1 1
66
69

68

32

*

6. used for branding in some parts
7. fabric used for a curtain
8. sub pseudonym
9. some can be intolerant of this milk
ingredient
10. not some
11. pack away
12. Miss America item
13. popular sandwich cookie
21. tree from the West Indies
22. Out of touch; beyond their peak
26. Trivial Pursuit prize
28. Places where a train can end, for
instance
29. Former SNLer Gasteyer
31. Leavened bread found in India
32. brief and to the point
33. a tide's outward flows
34. units of electrical resistance
35. dissolute man in a fashionable
society

"

I
"

36. remaining after deductions (alt.
spelling)
37. Move upward
38. given to someone for good service
42. generally paired with Lanka
45. Do you know the way to
?
47. refuse to acknowledge
49. craziness!
52. ice house
54. plants in Western North America
55. by yourself
56. used especially of fruits
57. reaction between acid and alcohol, when water's gone
58. otherwise
59. fete
60. rum cut with water
62. long and thin
63. Exxon, in Canada
65. toothpaste style

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieidmirror.com

Inside Outlet
The best deals on contemporary
denim and related sportswear...
Some of the brands we carry: 3 Dots,
AG, Aristocrat, Claudia Ciuti, Citizens of
humanity, Clu, Dondup, Earnest Sewn,
Habitual, Hard Tail, J Brand, James Perse,
Juicy, Mad Design, Michael Stars,
Serfontaine, Seven, velvet, and many others
Our clothes are ALWAYS half off!

Week of
12/08/08

A

NUMBER
LOGIC PUZZLE

©2008 Joshua O'Connell. All Rights Reserved, http:/ /www.in-pursuit.com

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
PUZZLE #1 • EASY

47

62

Mirror

/UDOKU

m

"■

■

■

1

52

.,

13

„

31

■:

51
1

12

26

42

49

60

11

30
38

45

48

58

10

'

I25

24

34

The

COFFEE BREAK

3 4 7
2 8
5
3
5
7
9 2
8
6
6
4
7
5
8
3
9
9
7 1
5

PUZZLE #2 - MEDIUM

1

4

8
7
5
2
9 6
1
2 8

PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEZE

6

9
1

5

5
3 5

9
5
1
6

8
9 7 3
6
2 4

9
4 7
4
4

8

3 6

8
1

6
4
2 7
7
2
9
8
8
3
9
3
5

6

3
9
3
9
7
2
8
9 6
3
8
7
4 2
5
8
1
2
5
8
8
2
4
8
6

PUZZLE #3 HARD

5

7

7 6 9
1
2

9
7 6
1
8

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

Week Of
12/08/08

fUSA Pfo$raranun€f
wtshts yew a Memj CfiHsf mas
and a Happy Hm fear!

Earnest Sewn Jeans
Retail $230
lO Price $115
Retail $196
IO Price $98

Thank you for your support of all our
events this semester and look out for even
more amazing events starting in January!

Fairfield University Students Bring your Stagcard and receive an

Good luck on Finals!

Citizens of Humanity Jeans

additional 20% off!

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

'-

They're lovin 'it':

:HE SAID IT...

"We weren't playing with urgency,
energy, passion. We didn't execute
our strategy. We didn't follow the
game-plan. We were awful."
Head coach Ed Cooley on the team's subpar
second half effort against lona. The Stags
narrowly won the game, 78-76.
iGAME OF THE WEEK!

mruom
Fairfield vs. Drexel
Sun. Dec. 14,3:30pm, Arena at Harbor Yard
The Stags look to improve the team's 5-0
home record against Drexel, last year's ESPN
Bracketbuster opponent.
jMAAC STANDINGS I
Team
Fairfield
Niagara
Rider
Siena
Marist
Manhattan
St. Peter's
Canisius
lona
Loyola (Md.)

Overall
6-3
6-2
4-2
4-3
3-4
4-3
2-5
3-5
2-5
2-7

Conf.
2-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-2
0-2

t

KEITH CONNORS
SPORTS EDITOR

NFL scouts
spend years, months,
i *< ' r >
decades, heck,
their whole careers
searching for a quarterback with the perfect arm or the cerebral know-how to win
a Super Bowl.
Which is why it was so puzzling
when an Atlanta Falcons scout turned to
NFL commissioner Roger Goddell at the
scouting combine last April and explained
why Matt Ryan was the best quarterback
in this year's draft class.
"He has that 'it' factor," the scout
said.
Apparently, even the best and brightest
sports figures sometimes can't seem to find
the right words.
Consider Ed Cooley a prominent
member of the club.
"No one has defined 'it' in sports yet,"
Cooley said a season ago after a comefrom-behind victory over Manhattan. "'It'
is an intangible that every coach loves and
if you can define it, let me know, because
I'll buy" stock in it."
On that night, Cooley tried to explain the concept after senior Mamadou
Diakhate came off the bench, drew an
offensive foul, and sparked the Stags to
a 66-61 come-from-behind win against
the Jaspers.
Two years ago? Cooley saw 'it', too.
That season, the rookie head coach
told us that guard Michael Van Schaick,
his senior captain, was 'Mr. It.'. Sometimes
it was a quiet word in the huddle; others a

In his third season, head coach Ed Cooley believes
this year's version may be primed for greatness

shot with the game on the line. But as Van
Schaick went, the Stags went.
Cooley: "Van Schaick has 'it.'"
Two season later, the Stags (6-3) are
off to the team's best start in Cooley's
tenure. After a thrilling road victory over
Holy Cross and an Alumni Hall win over
American, last season's Patriot League
champion, the Stags took two straight
games to start the MAAC schedule for
the first time since Tim O'Toole and Deng
Gai in 2004.
"I've been saying it since the first day
of practice, there's something different
with this group," Cooley said after the
Stags trounced St. Peter's, 76-56.
"This group is beginning to get 'it' and
I've told you 100 times it is hard to define
what 'it' is," Cooley said.
Here we go again.
What exactly is 'it,' though?
It may be the team's senior presence
and leadership, guards Jon Han and Herbie
Allen, the most impressive backcourt in
the conference this side of Albany.
It may be Warren Edney, who has
shown flashes of brilliance, averaging 12.2
points through the season's first nine games
and is gradually developing into the team's
premier scoring option.
It may be the revival of forward
Greg Nero, who has recovered from his
sophomore struggles and led the team
in either scoring or rebounding in all but
four games.
It could be a deeply talented roster
unparalleled in Cooley's previous three
teams. A season ago, it was hard for Han
to take one minute off. Now, with freshmen
guards Jamal Turner and Sean Crawford

as bench options, Cooley has that luxury.
Throw in veteran forward Mike Evanovich
and 6' 10" freshman Ryan Olander, and you
have yourself depth that Jimmy Patsos
could use right about now.
But it is more than that.
"It" seems to be a mindset, a swagger, a snarl. It is confidence and poise,
leadership and guile. When the Stags take
the court now, the body language tells the
story: We expect to win.
In past years, it would have been
invisible on a road trip to Holy Cross.
It would have been non-existent in a
preseason tournament in Puerto Rico.
It most certainly would have been intimated to take the plane ride to Memphis
on Nov. 15.
And, as much as he barked and glared
at his players after the team's second half
lapse to lona on Sunday afternoon, even
Cooley knows that it would have never
recovered from Iona's 9-0 run in the game's
final minutes and emerged in the form of
a three-point shot from Edney with 3.7
seconds to play.
It remains to be seen if the Stags will
sustain their success, as conference schedules always prove treacherous and the team
awaits imminent holiday road games with
Connecticut and Siena.
Still, based on early-season showings,
if there is a team ready to announce itself
as a threat to the Saints' claim to MAAC
dominance, this is it.
"They believe. They're focused,"
Cooley said. "We have fun, but it is business. I really think (our fans) are missing
something special going on here."
If only the fans would get it, too.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Stags stumble on Sunday in loss to lona

;HE SAID IT..

"Preseasonpolls don't mean
win. The Stags were picked to finish
second in the conference in the preseason
coaches' poll.
Last year, Fairfield University's
"Preseason polls don't mean
women's basketball team rose toward
anything,"
said Frager. "They are the
the top of the Metro Atlantic Athletic
most
meaningless
things in sports."
Conference with a 20-9 record overall
Fairfield
shot
only
25.9 percent
and 11-7 in the conference. But the
in
the
first
half
and
31
percent
for the
Stags, while playing Marist and lona
game
while
allowing
lona
to
score
tough and close, could not beat the top
on
40
percent
of
its
baskets.
two teams in the MAAC.
"This is the first time I can say I
That trend continued Sunday
wasn't
happy with our effort and our
afternoon at the Arena at Harbor Yard
energy
level this year," said Frager.
as the Stags struggled in a 62-44 loss
"Every day in practice, every game
at the hands of the Gaels. The loss
we've had so far, this team has given
drops Fairfield to 4-4 overall and 1-1
me everything they had. And I fully
in the MAAC.
anticipate after they will do that each
The Stags were able to keep the
and every day."
game close for the first few minutes,
Stephanie Geehan was one
but by midway through the first half,
bright spot for the Stags with a
Fairfield was down by 10.
double-double in rebounds and
"We came out extremely flat
points with 12 apiece. But she also
today and that was one of the things
was not immune to struggles, turnwe talked about," said head coach
ing the ball over seven times.
Joe Frager.
"I'm still missing some shots I
Fairfield struggled to contain
should
make," said Geehan. "But
Iona's two forwards who combined for
we
need
to come together and
34 points. Sophomore Anda Ivkovic
perform
better."
had 17 points in the first half as the
aty/The Mirror
While the Stags' performance
Gaels raced to the lead.
Flat-footed: It was just one of those days for the
was
disappointing,
there is still time
"We have to bounce back and get Stags and Tara Flaherty '10, as they dropped to
for
the
Stags
to
regroup.
ready," said senior Baendu Lowen- 4-4 with a 62-44 loss to lona on Sunday.
Last season, Fairfield began
thal. "Today we just didn't come with
conference
play 0-4 before reenough energy."
bounding
to
finish
tied for second in
Fairfield, down by 13 at the half, hung points while freshman Taryn Johnson had
in the second period, but by then, the game six points and three blocks off the bench. the conference.
"I'm very angry right now," said
Conference play opened over the
was out of hand.
"To our credit, our subs played with weekend as Fairfield knocked off St. Frager. "But I still believe in our basketenergy and pride," said Frager. "I don't Peter's on the road in a defensive 46-38 ball team."
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

anything. They are the most
meaningless things in sports."
Head coach Joe Frager after the Stags lost
to lona, who were picked sixth in the MAAC
preseason coach's poll. Fairfield was picked
second.
iGAME OF THE WEEK!

mrnotBm
Fairfield @ Mount St. Mary's
Wednesday, Dec. 10,7pm
Head coach Joe Frager looks to rally the Stags
following a home loss to MAAC rival lona.

jMAAC STANDINGS j
Team
Marist
lona
Loyola (Md.)
Fairfield
Canisius
Manhattan
Siena
Saint Peter's
Rider
Niagara

Overall
7-1
7-2
6-2
4-4
3-4
3-6
1-7
2-4
2-5
1-7

Conf.
2-0
2-0
2-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-2
0-2

think we ever quit."
Junior Lauren Tucker scored seven

Editor: Keith Connors
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Sky high: Yorel Hawkins '11 jumps for a rebound in the Stags 76-56 blowout of St. Peter's. The Stags are off to a 6-3 start, the best start in school history since 2004-05 under Tim O'Toole.

Leaders of the MAAC
Men's basketball off to best start since 2004-05 season, riding five-game winning streak
BY TOM CLEARY

On Friday night, Stags head coach Ed
Cooley was all smiles. He praised his players
for their effort, leadership and determination
following a 76-56 blowout of St. Peter's.
But it was a different story on Sunday
afternoon. Cooley never cracked a hint
of a smile, despite his
team's 78-76 victory
over Iona, putting them
in first place in the Metro Atlantic Conference
after the first weekend
of conference play.
"We showed a lack
of leadership and we
EDNEY
showed a lack of confidence," Cooley said.
"We won on pure talent. We made mistakes
on talent and we won on talent."
Despite the fact that Cooley's squad almost let the lead slip away in the game's final
five minutes, the Stags still managed a vic-

tory. It took a three-pointer by sophomore
forward Warren Edney with just under
four seconds left in the game, but unlike in
previous years, Fairfield walked away with
a win in a close game.
"We got lucky, but good teams make
their own luck," Cooley said. "I've been
there in that locker room where Iona is
now after a loss."
Fairfield (6-3, 2-0 MAAC) held a
10-point lead with 5:41 remaining in the
game, before nearly handing the game to the
Gaels by shooting only 2-for-7 from the freethrow line in the final five minutes.
With the win, the Stags are off to their
best start since the 2004-05 season, when
former head coach Tim O'Toole led his squad
to a 7-1 start, but with the early success comes
a shift in attitude for Fairfield.
"I don't think we played smart in the
second half and we took for granted that we
had the lead," said senior guard Jon Han. "Last
year we were like Iona was [in this game]
coming back in the second half and now if
we are going to be up in games we need to

sustain the lead and push it up."
Fairfield has had many more players
turn in strong contributions then in Cooley's
first two seasons, when his team often relied
on one scorer.
This year all five members of the starting lineup (Han, Edney, Herbie Allen '09,
Greg Nero '10 and Anthony Johnson '10)
are averaging at least 10 points per game.
Cooley has been pleased with they way his
starters have opened up early leads, including a 20-3 lead against St. Peter's that started
with a 14-0 run.
"I thought right out of the box we
answered the bell right away," said Cooley
after the St. Peter's victory. "I can't tell you
how pleased I've been with the way we
practiced and the way we are approaching
game situations.
"We definitely have a veteran group
led by [our seniors]."
Han has continued to lead the way, scoring a team-high 20 points against Iona and
also a team-high 11 against St. Peter's. He
leads all MAAC players in assists per game

with 6.2 per game, which is also the 20th
best average in the nation.
Fairfield's defense has been strong,
aside from its game against Iona. Cooley
said that he believes his team's strength is
shutting down top scorers like St. Peter's
Wesley Jenkins, who came in averaging
18.9 points per game and scored just five.
"Were we concentrating on him? Yes.
But at the same time it's a team effort, a
defensive effort concentrated on their leading scorers. I think it's working — their
main guns aren't getting off against us,"
Cooley said.
The Stags take a break from conference play for the rest of the month and will
play three non-conference games before
traveling to Siena on Jan. 1 for one of the
biggest MAAC games of the season.
But first Fairfield has a chance to continue its strong non-conference season with
games at Fordham (Dec. 11) and at home
against Drexel on Dec. 14. Then, the Stags
take a trip to Hartford to play in-state rival
Connecticut on Dec. 26.

JVlOfC iVhllft honOrS! Women's soccer standout earns Third Team All-American honors
BY KEITH CONNORS

For senior midfielder Ahna Johnson, the
season of a lifetime just keeps getting better.
The women's soccer standout, who was
named the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
(MAAC) Player of the Year and guided the
Stags to the team's first NCAA tournament
appearance since 2005, was recognized as
a NSCAA/adidas Third Team Ail-American.
"This award is a great individual honor
for Ahna to receive," said Fairfield head
coach Jim O'Brien in a press release. "It is

richly deserved.
"She has meant so
much to our program
over the course of her
career, and this award,
along with the success
our program has had
the last few years, has
helped make Fairfield
women's soccer a naJOHNSON
tionally known name,"
O'Brien said.
Awards are nothing new to Johnson, as
the senior was lauded with a myriad of recog-

nition through the course of the season.
In addition to Player of the Year honors,
Johnson was recognized as the most valuable
player in the MAAC tournament after tallying
her first career hat trick in the team's upset of
Loyola in the MAAC Championship game.
"We expected her to carry a large load
[in the tournament] and she played along
and proved that she was up to the challenge,"
O'Brien said.
In addition, Johnson has been named an
ESPN The Magazine First Team All-America
as selected by CoSida, an NSCAA/adidas
First Team All-Northeast Region, and the

Offensive Player of the Year in the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC).
Johnson's career season leaves her among
the program's top players. Her record of 29
goals is fifth-most of any player in program
history, while ranking fourth with 10 career
game-winning goals.
Still, it was the team's success that stood
out the most.
"Everybody said (before the season), 'Oh,
you lost five starters, it's a rebuilding year, too
bad it's your senior year,'" said Johnson. "But
I never looked at it as a rebuilding yea

